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Don Robinson, Vice President, Range Resources

Cutting Down
Drilling Costs
DRILLING COMPANIES are cutting budgets, driven by price pressures on crude oil.
This means it is a great time for discussing cost reduction strategies because
people are trying to save their jobs and anything that they can do
to show some added value is absolutely critical.
The survey conducted
by Drilling Point back
in late October 2014
reported that 45% of the
respondents thought cost
reduction was the top priority. I think that
figure would change to 100% because of the
dramatic changes we are experiencing with
oil prices currently. Every company out there,
including mine, is slashing budgets, expecting
to do more work using less money.
But while costs are in the spotlight it is still
vital that we use the right tools for the job to
make sure we work as effectively as possible.
Drilling engineers typically want the highest
performance and would want a drilling rig
that has all the bells and whistles, such as
pump pressures that they may never need
or hook lines they may never see. They do
not want a rig that barely gets the job done.
They want a rig that far exceeds the well
requirements.
Another issue is that these requirements
change over time, because laterals are
getting longer and longer. So, rigs that are
capable of drilling shorter laterals are no

longer relevant because even if a rig could
move inexpensively, it could get stuck and
not reach the lateral. This would not happen
if a more powerful rig were used. However,
the big issue here is that the cost to move
a rig has doubled, even tripled the amount
initially invested, due to laterals getting
longer and longer.
We have to take a hard look at what is nice
to have and what is absolutely essential
and make difficult choices. Those drilling
engineers who have newly entered the
industry will find what we are experiencing
not pleasant, but I believe we will see
through this phase and reducing costs is vital.
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Driving Cost Reduction In Drilling Operations

Cost Reductions
Falling oil prices, driven by mounting tensions
between OPEC and North American shale means it
is critical for drilling E&Ps to tightly manage costs.
Sudakshina Bhattacharjee reports

RECENT TENSIONS between OPEC and
North American shale markets have caused
oil prices to plummet and forced drilling E&Ps
take a hard look at their finances, laying particular focus on where costs can be optimized
in drilling.
However, Marubeni Oil & Gas Senior Reservoir Engineering Advisor Prasad Mutalik says
that regardless of economic pressure, the whole

approach to drilling should be about keeping
costs down.
Lux Research Analyst Daniel Choi adds that
continual technological innovation, such as
seismic data, geosteering and rotary steerable
tools to advances in multi-well pad and batch
drilling, will allow North American shale to be
more competitive.
Mutalik says: “Being efficient is what drilling
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operators should be doing anyway. Minimizing
service requirements and renegotiating all service contracts with suppliers can reduce costs,
especially when the markets are uncertain.”
If E&Ps are hesitant about renegotiating service contracts, Mutalik suggests that now is the
time to do so, because “some service companies and suppliers are expecting a reduced demand [from E&Ps] and so they would be willing to negotiate prices, because they fear the
worst is going to happen - that their businesses
will collapse”.
Choi adds: “The break-even point for the US
markets is between USD$30 to USD$65 per
barrel. I do not think the oil price war will affect the US as much as it would with the Canadian markets, where the break-even point is
USD$80 per barrel. For the next two quarters,
I think the US markets will continue to grow,
though production rates may not be as fast.”
Mutalik identifies the various high-cost areas
in a drilling operation, starting with rigs. “The
biggest expense in drilling is the daily rig rate,
which should be negotiated with the rig supplier. A typical daily rig rate for onshore US drilling ranges from USD$20,000 to USD$30,000,
and the duration of a drilling project can be between 25 to 30 days, on average. So, if even
10% can be saved from the daily rig rate, you
are saving at least USD$50,000,” he says.
He believes the next area to look at is geosteering tools. “Minimizing or eliminating the
use of logging-while-drilling [LWD] and measuring-while-drilling [MWD] tools in your imminent drilling operations can save costs. For
example, deciding whether drillers would really
need radial or azimuthal gamma ray and rotary
steerable systems or not,” he says.
While these tools can help to improve drilling
accuracy, “experienced drillers might be able to
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look at data of nearby wells already drilled and
base their calculations on this data”.
Drillers should work closely with their onsite
geologists, who can accurately interpret the
data and provide analysis on subsurface conditions. “Unless you are drilling in a new area, the
past data for existing wells can be very useful
and potentially save money”.
Drillers can consider infill drilling in areas they
have already been successful to minimize geological risk. He says: “It is worth drilling in only
those areas where reliable geological data is already available. This is another step that most
E&Ps should be taking anyway. We at Marubeni are certainly doing this.”
Choi suggests that the bigger companies
should collaborate with smaller start-up businesses that specialize in providing seismic data
to boost efficiencies in drilling operations. He
says: “In this way, both big and small businesses can support each other through this period.”
Drilling fluid is another area to target, according to Mutalik. Often operators “use oil-based
fluid because it is safer and it gives increased
lubricity, enhanced shale inhibition, and better
cleaning abilities.   “It should be about balancing
risk and safety with drilling the wells successfully.” The cost of the drilling fluid represents
about 5% to 10% of a well cost. With good
mud engineers, significant cost savings can be
realized if a drilling fluid that works adequately is correctly designed. Costs can be reduced
by using water-based fluids,”if the local geology
permits its usage”.
Drilling engineers should consider the range
of options available in the drilling fluid market.
“It is worth evaluating the options [such as, water-based, synthetic-based, oil-based drilling
fluids] when selecting drilling fluid. This is because the conditions vary from play to play and
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there is not a specific drilling fluid that caters to
all these variables at once.”
He also says that savings can be made by reusing and recycling drilling fluid. (See The Cost
Benefits Of Reusing Drilling Fluids)
Operational Costs & Market Forces
Next, Mutalik suggests narrowing down the
operational specifics of each play. “Cementing,
casing, drill pipes, rented equipment, production facilities, water requirements, etc all need
to be taken into account for cost reduction.
Also, well costs in US onshore drilling could
typically be anywhere between USD$7 million
to USD$12 million, so try to minimize this cost
as much as possible.”
It is also about having an overall perspective and factoring in other disciplines, such as
completions and production, when working on
a project to see where costs can be reduced.
“While the drilling team has the job of drilling a
well as smoothly as possible, the completions
team can optimize the number of stages and
minimize the number of days it takes in completing the wells.”
Mutalik says: “The main challenge is to predict what the situation with oil prices will be
in the first quarter, or indeed the first half of
2015.” The current turbulence in the oil price
market makes it hard to put ballpoint figures
on what a barrel of oil would cost.” “At present, the price is hovering around USD$65 to
USD$70 per bbl, which we think is bad. If the
prices continue to stay in this range, then this
is likely to affect drilling plans that are due to
start in 2015.”
Even the bigger plays, such as the Eagle Ford,
are not immune to the fall in oil prices. “If you
look at the Eagle Ford shale play, which is one
of the biggest drilling areas, around 40% to
50% of the independent oil and gas companies
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have leasehold positions in areas where breakeven prices are at or below USD$65/bbl. Thus,
some of the bigger companies that have leases
in the core sweet spots will not suffer so much
at oil prices in the $65/bbl range in Dec 2014.
However, the remaining 50% are small-to-medium sized companies whose breakeven price
exceeds USD$75/bbl and their projects are
not likely to be economic, especially if the oil
price keeps dropping.”
The worst-case scenario would be when
smaller companies have to stop their projects
because they cannot afford to carry on, which
could lead to job cuts. However, “it is hard to
say when this can happen, which also means
things could turn around for the better”.
While the situation is uncertain, Mutalik is
optimistic: “Let us bear in mind that with every
Dollar rise in oil prices, the plays will become
more economic for drilling to take place.”
He adds that it is critical to reduce costs in
drilling projects as much as possible because
it would mean the projects are developed, and
production continues, which can then hopefully improve market buoyancy in oil prices.
“It also depends on what Wall Street and
other financial markets think, what their expectations of the supply and demand for oil
and gas are. All that drilling companies can do
is to keep costs low and carry on drilling.”

Tweet us @DrillingPoint or post on our
LinkedIn group.
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The right
rig for the job
Sudakshina Bhattacharjee

rig; what pump sets, loop load, settling tanks, it has.

speaks to Eagle Rock Energy

then need to focus on standing the rig.

Director of Drilling and
Operations Rick Taylor about

Once you’ve got what you’re looking for, you would
You would also need to consider whether the rig
is equipped to walk, whether the rig needs to be
equipped with the Veristic Rig Walker or something

the different options when

similar, whether the rig can be retrofitted for any

picking a rig

through the use of a pony sub? Does the rig have

Q

existing rig either directly to the substructure or
the ability to skid in eight directions? Does it re-

What do you need to consider when

quire modifications to the electric cable trays or

choosing a rig?

to the flow line, choke line or kill line? What is the

A. You will need to consider a few factors. It de-

derrick configuration [eg 25,000ft]? How many

pends on whether the rig is walking, sliding or skid-

wells per pad can a rig drill [eg 28 wells per pad on

ding; the type of package you want to go with the

10ft spacing, or 16 wells per pad on 20ft spacing]?
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Would the solids control system need evaluating
for improvements with regards to multi-well pad
drilling to minimize problems with solids in the

Q
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What are the cost implications of
different rigs?

A. A conventional rig has a lesser day rate and is

active pit system? Should you use a blowout pre-

very suitable for short-term drilling operations, but

venter trolley system?

the drilling equipment will need to be moved and

Q

the release to spud time varies between two and
What are the advantages of multi-well

four days.

pad drilling?

A new build walking rig, or the older rigs that have

A. The advantages of multi-well pad drilling are

been modified are more readily available; the pads

minimized EHS [environment, health and safety]

can be designed in phases if necessary and have

risk, less iron to move, fewer trucking, less risks of

optimal well spacing from 10ft to 40ft. However,

spills, fewer or no well-heads to avoid, rig release

its typical day rate can be as much as USD$7,500

to spud in 24 hours, no need to refurbish location

more than a conventional rig and a contract of at

between wells, reduced mob-demob [mobilisa-

least 24 to 36 months would need to be signed.

tion-demobilisation] for drilling and completions, a
potential cost saving of USD$750,000 and above
per well, less lost circulation and no damage to existing well bores during completion.

Q

Q

Are there any other factors that you
think would affect the selection?

A. It’s what kind of walking type that you have and
whether the rig can skid or walk with the drill pipe

What factors should you consider for

in the derrick as opposed to having to lay it down.

multi-well pad drilling?

Of course, you would want the correct tool system;

A. When it comes to multi-well pad drilling, I think

you need to look at the [mud] pit system and at the

you should know what your total spill development

pumps. You want good height so that you can see

is going to be, the most extreme depth that you will

the sort of flowing depth you could have, whether

be looking at - that is knowing the most extreme

you will need 5,000 lbs criteria or 2,000 lbs crite-

lateral - and then you dig it back up from there so

ria and if its 10,000 lbs then you got to ensure the

that you have that base covered. So, this would be

pumps are fitted to an upgraded size, say 10,000ft.

your deepest QTD [maximum total depth] and the

In this way, you are not surprised when you get

longest lateral you will drill.

up in the lateral or extended reach and you find

You will then need to find a rig that fits that de-

that you do not have enough mud pumps. I like the

sign, so that it fits around most of the property in

1,600 horsepower rig at 10,000 feet psi. This gives

the area. I think the maximum would be 16,000ft to

me 7,500 feet psi to work with which is great.

17,000ft TVD [Total Vertical Depth] and 15,000ft
lateral lengths with at least 1,500 horsepower.
A rig with 1,500 horsepower could do the shal-

Pre-planning your pad drilling operation helps too.
It brings reduced risk of collision with older wellbores, less directional work, reduced cost, better

lowest of what we do and work with the shortest

hole quality, minimize the number of pads needed

lateral and you could also do the deepest and the

to develop acreage and you can design a preferred

longest lateral.

pad orientation.

CONVENTIONAL RIGS
Can be suitable if you
need to move back on a
location with a previously
drilled well, or if you
do not have long-term
development plans.

WALKING RIGS [New Build]
Allow drilling operators
to batch set surface or intermediate casing strings
before production hole is
drilled. The pad can be fully
developed in phases, when
necessary.

ROTARY DRILLING RIGS
These are typically used
for digging deeper holes of
100ft and more, below the
water table. A drilling fluid
with high density is needed
to support the walls of an
open borehole.

Pros
Day rate typically less than
walking rigs.
Cons
Will require the drill pipe to be laid
down before rig can skid. Drilling
equipment will need to be moved.
Release to spud time is around two
to four days.
Larger footprint for skidding (eg
35ft and more).

Pros
Drilling fluid can be swapped out
on time if production hole requires
a different mud system than the
surface or intermediate sections.
Requires a smaller footprint to drill
multiple wells on one pad.
Cons
Typical day rate can be USD$7,500
more than a conventional rig.
Normally required to sign a term
contract of at least 24 to 36 months.

Pros
Good for deeper drilling work
Cons
Prone to loss of circulation when
working with limestone or broken
rock located along the fault.

EXPERT OPINION FACTORS TO CONSIDER WHEN CHOOSING A RIG

Q

What are the difficulties
of choosing a rig?
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If you have a lot of rigs, then you can check all
the activity at the same time from there. 15 years

A. The basic difficulty is the availability – that is

ago, you could look at the activity online and there

whether the rig is available, or whether you have

would be a delay of 30 minutes; but now it’s all in

to contract a new build [walking rig] and, if you get

real-time. We are not that far from the time when

hung, then how long would it take for you to get

there will be an app for this.

that rig. It happens a lot. So, you have to decide
what drilling contractor you are going to use and
slot the factors you are looking for in a rig.
Once you have these down, you can then ap-

Conventional Versus Walking Rigs

proach drilling contractors to see when the rig is
available. If not, then you would have to see how
long it would take for the rig to become available.
The fastest availability is usually 90 to 120 days.
Once you get the rig, you would most likely sign at
least a three-year contract. You have to have a development plan in mind; get your land work done,
get your geology done. You would want to work

CONVENTIONAL RIG
Pros
Day rate less than walking rigs

Will require the drill pipe to be laid
down before rig can skid

Could be adequate if you are moving
back on a location with a previously
drilled well

Drilling equipment needs to be moved

Suitable for operators that do not
have longer-term development plans

Release to spud time is around two
to four days
Larger footprint for skidding, e.g. 35ft
and above

that rig and make it stand for a long time. For instance, if you want to have a pad drilling operation
set up for summer 2015, you would need to have
planned that three years back.

Q

What is the future of rig technology?
What can we expect to see?

A. I think a example would be the walking packages,
automatic pipe-handling systems that can automatically rack the pipe and the derrick, like we have
seen in offshore for years.
There are a lot of good rig packages out there
that I thought we would have never seen in land
drilling and, fortunately, the demand for quality rigs
is apparently getting drilling contractors to [ensure
that] they can develop that top quality and provide

Cons

WALKING RIGS (NEW BUILD)
Pros
Drilling operators can fully develop a
pad in phases if necessary
Optimal well spacing can be 10ft,
20ft, 30ft, or 40ft with no modifications necessary to the rig

Cons
Not a fit for all drilling operators
Typical day rate can be USD $ 7,500
more than a conventional rig

Allows drilling operator to batch
set surface or intermediate casing
strings before drilling hole

Normally required to sign a term
contract of at least 24 to 36 months

Drilling fluid can be swapped out on
time if production hole requires a different mud system than the surface
or intermediate sections

Possible lesser term days on an
upgraded rig

Shorter rig release to spud can be as
quick as 12 to 24 hours

Rig moves must be minimized to
justify higher day rate

No trucks or third party equipment
required when walking to wells

A long-term development plan [per
section] should be in place before rig
is contracted

Requires a smaller footprint to drill
multiple wells on one pad

it to the industry.
Since the late 1990s, we have had rigs that come
with a computer system. Back then you had a system in the field and now you have a system that
you can actually log on to from your cell phone. So,
you can see all the rig activity.

Tweet us @DrillingPoint or post
on our LinkedIn group.
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Evaluating The Latest Drilling Technologies

Push it to the Limit
Maximising lateral lengths in horizontal drilling
helps keep costs down, but what is the optimal
approach? Sudakshina Bhattacharjee reports
In the context of current oil price volatility,
every operator is trying to apply technologies
to reduce the cost of the drilling phase of their
horizontal operators.
However, there are various factors to consider, including choosing between rotary steering systems (RSS)
and mud motors,
enhancing borehole
assembly (BHA) design for maximized
rates of penetration
(ROP),
minimizing
downtime by effectively moving drill
cuttings and cleaning the borehole, selecting the right mud
weights to reduce
torque and drag, and choosing the right tools
that reduce overall drilling times.
Using RSS
Approach Resources former Senior Vice
President of Operations Craig Young says RSS
is “superior” in concept because it enabled
drillers to make “nice consistent curves with
steady build rates”. Using RSS saved his team
“around 12 hours of drilling time by increasing
curved penetration rates from 50ft/hour to

100ft/hour”, resulting in lower costs, he says.
However, Young believes: “RSS must improve
bit design” and that “the increased cost of [using] RSS must be justified by reducing drilling
time”. He adds: “We have to bear in mind that
RSS has failures too and so we must consider
the cost differences when selecting
tools. We cannot justify rotary steerable
in our application at
present. However,
we plan on additional
testing with a different bit design.”
An alternative to
RSS is using newer
forms of mud motor
technology. Cantex
Energy Chairman and CEO Bruce Scambler
says: “New forms of mud motor technology
[are] being built better, with much lower failure rates.” His team had found that “measure
while drilling (MWDs) tools along with mud
motors can now withstand higher temperatures and the vibration that occurs in vertical
and horizontal holes”.
Scambler observes that MWD tools “are
now able to drill without battery or electronic

New forms of mud
motor technology
[are] being built
better, with much
lower failure rates

failures that were common in older designs,
[thereby] saving more time.” These advances have led to an 83% improvement in initial drilling rates since 2008. “An estimated
3,000ft was drilled in the first 24 hours after
drill-out in 2008, [while] an estimated 5,500ft
was drilled in 2013/14.”
Borehole Cleaning
Another way to cut downtime is to place
more focus on effective borehole cleaning.
Vallourec Drilling Operations Manager Luc
Vanpuymbroeck believes that “the consequences of poor hole cleaning increases time
not spent drilling. Globally, more than USD$2
billion is lost yearly to stuck pipe and loss circulation alone.”
“If you let Mother Nature run the process,

the well bore will end up clogged with drill
cuttings over time and this will lead to frictional torque and drag, creating drilling dysfunctions,” he adds.
“The key elements of hole cleaning are assessing drilling fluid properties, bits and BHA
designs (allowable RPMs, rotation percentage,
ROP), hydraulics (available GPM, pressure limits, shaker loading limits) and rig systems.”
The main problem with borehole cleaning, is
that “large holes are inefficient to clean and
have cutting transport challenges. While small
holes have annular pressure challenges and
need time to clean”.
In such instances, it is important for drillers
to understand that: “Holes [should be] clean
enough to maintain trouble-free operations.”
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He adds: “The amount of time spent hole
cleaning is a function to [enable] the next part
of the drilling process. If it’s not clear at 90%
then chances are you will have problems with
whatever you do next. Casing definitely needs
to be clean as you don’t want to trip the casing out of the hole.”
Vanpuymbroeck believes that there are many
benefits to be gained from effective borehole
cleaning. “You can drill faster and safer because
you will have lower torque and drag friction
factors, reduce cleanout time, have better ECD
control, decrease residual cutting beds.”
He adds: “It involves the entire set up of the
rig, the capabilities of the rig itself and limiting
damage to the reservoir. Drill string, drill pipe,
hydraulic performance, mud recipe. Look out
for any limiting factors prior to drilling, as once
you’re on the rig, you have limited options as
to what you can adjust and play with.”
Enhancing BHA design is also worth considering when working with longer laterals, but
not just to maximize ROP, says Centrica Energy Drilling Superintendent John Hunter.
He contests the way drillers tend to place
more importance on increasing penetration
rates. “ROP isn’t everything - especially on
longer laterals [because] trip time can be huge.”
Hunter’s approach to enhancing BHA design
is to make use of the friction-breaking tools,
such as 2 Xciter tools on longer laterals, to focus on the heavy weight placement. His approach is to “run an oversize motor as I can
get in the lateral due to heat - unless I think I
can do the lateral in one run”.
He says his motto is: “Keep it simple. The
more you put down the hole, the more could
go wrong.” He also suggests: “Evaluating new
technologies with longer battery life”, because
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this will help in obtaining “more durable full
vibration to identify more robust motor and
bit design”.
Hunter suggests that in a worst-case scenario: “When the rig or the top drive is shaking and stalling, or when you have increased
surface torque which leads to loss of toolface
and reduced ROP, the directional company
[working with you] should have a traffic light
system, where green would mean ‘let’s drill!’
while red is ‘let’s do something about it’.”
In such instances, “pick up off bottom and
release all the torque from the string. Then
go back to drilling at reduced parameters and
gradually pick back up to the full drilling rate.”
BOPco Division Drilling Engineer Charles
Warne believes the type of mud weights used
also have an impact on drilling longer laterals.
He describes the progress he and his team
made in the past nine years. “In 2006, we first
started drilling extended reach laterals. We
used around 8.5 ppg to 8.9 ppg (pounds per
gallon) XCP Polymer for our mud weight.” The
problems he encountered were: “Low ROP,
poor build, MWD failures [and having a] vertical mindset.”
However, in 2009, BOPco went to drill [extended reach laterals] for the second time
and had more success. “We used the same
quantities of the same mud weight, but we
had better ROP and doubled lateral length
because we used graphite/lubricant with the
mud weight. So, even though high torque was
noted, we had better MWD performance 165 joints 4.5 in S-135DP, 35 joints 6.5in DC,
4.5in HWDP [HeavyWeight Drill Pipe].”
Warne continues: “When we next drilled in
2013, we used a synthetic oil-based mud”,
instead of a traditional mud weight. As a re-
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sult, there were fewer problems - 1.22% of
non-productive time only - and much more
success. Our ROP record was 108.4ft per
hour, this gave us 6.125in with 12,684ft lateral, 15,067 VS and floated 4.5in liner.”
Warne claims that all this was achieved “because we had one run of 6.125in RSS during
the BHA stage”.
He thinks that a key challenge emerging for
drillers is “how to drill 10,000ft laterals without using RSS”.
Range Resources Vice President of Drilling
Don Robinson says: “If you are starting with
shorter laterals, the economics of drilling will
dictate that you go longer.” He says that if
drillers can “be the hero” and bring savings of
30%, 40% or even 50% to the company, then
they could drill the [optimized] extended lateral at a minimal or no cost at all.

How do you maximise lateral length?
Tweet us @DrillingPoint or post on
our LinkedIn group.
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Mitigating Wellbore Collision Risks To Reduce Costs

When Wells Collide…
The rise of multi-well pad drilling has increased
the risk of wellbore collision. Drilling Point
speaks to anti-collision experts on mitigating
these risks
Where once well collision was rare, land lease
restrictions have led to an increase in multi-well pad drilling and with it a greater chance
of collision.
Scientific Drilling International Director of
Wellbore Positioning Services Ben Hawkinson
says: “Around 160 acres spacing is standard
for vertical wells, which means the wells are
half a mile apart from each other. Therefore
there is only a risk to health, safety and environment in gross error cases.”
“The problem with multi-well pad drilling is
that the wellbore spacing is rather close - 25ft,
10ft, even 7ft or 5ft - and the drilling activity
becomes rather complex. Therefore, smaller
errors can lead to wellbore collisions,” he says.
When horizontal drilling was in its infancy,
having surveys done on the leased land was
taken to be mere paperwork for government
regulators. Hawkinson says: “Minimal thought
went into making the surveys and so there was
a culture of complacency around surveys and
companies would think that it did not matter
what the surveys said.”
However, Hawkinson believes: “Survey management programmes are the way forward as
they help in understanding EUR rates (Esti-
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mated Ultimate Recovery) and ensure leaseline compliance.”
Chief Oil & Gas Senior Drilling Foreman Brandon Jessen says: “With more survey data now
being available, there is more time to make
projections and anti-collision calculations.”
Hawkinson has identified three types of collision risk – personal, economic and delayed.
He explains: “Personal dangers include drilling
surface hole near online well, high-pressure
breach to new well and offset well integrity
degradation. While, economic dangers include
no pressure in the offset well, or no mitigating
measures in place for offset wells. When economic dangers become personal dangers due
to decrease in casing integrity and when casing damage occurs due to fracturing pressure,
this situation would be a delayed danger.”
For Jessen, the risk stems from communication gaps. “I think there is sometimes an unintentional communication barrier between
the office and the field,” he says. “We also get
communication barriers out in the field from
the drilling team and that is what leads to anti-collision issues.”
He adds: “Drilling in mountainous regions or
areas that are densely populated creates limi-
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tations on gauging pad size for multi-well drilling operations.”
Jessen refers to his work in the Marcellus.
He says: “In the Marcellus, mineral and surface rights are given in small parcels. This creates more members in the drilling pool, which
can make the well planning in the vertical and
lateral sections of the well that much more
critical. On several occasions, we have had to
drill around parcels in the middle of a lateral
that were not leased or were a part of another
drilling operator’s lease.”
For these reasons, Hawkinson suggests that
drilling companies formulate an anti-collision
policy and document it. He elaborates: “Managing anti-collision risks requires a comprehensive approach: have an anti-collision policy, have a validated survey program – with
contingency plans put in place too. Have a
governing document outlining what the management policy is in the event of a collision;
what the rules are for how close a reference
well can be drilled to an offset well and specifies corrective actions that are triggered at
various separations between wells.”
Jessen concurs: “Anti-collision methodologies touch upon every aspect of multi-well
pad drilling. Consistency without complacency is the key to anti-collision planning.”
The next step, according to Hawkinson, is
to execute the anti-collision policy and not
to regard it as mere paperwork. “It is very important to follow through the anti-collision
policy and validated survey programme in real-time. Deviation from this would mean going
through the anti-collision programme all over
again. Use a travelling cylinder to implement
the programmes.”
Jessen says that “the surface location of

Click here to see
what Brandon Jessen
suggests to help with
anti-collision strategies
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BRANDON JESSEN HAS THE
FOLLOWING SUGGESTIONS TO HELP
WITH ANTI-COLLISION STRATEGIES

Pad size
Look at the pad size, existing
wells and wells that might be
drilled in the future to put
together a diverse drilling fleet.
Extra cost
When planning surface
location and well spacing,
the extra cost of directional
drilling tools and time slide
drilling should be considered.
Data
It is essential to take the
time to properly identify and
interpret well data.
Survey
When picking up a new gyro
survey, companies can run a
comparison survey with its
primary business partner.
Spacing
When the spacing becomes
too close, having more than
one anti-collision programme
for entering data into, to use
multiple projections on, can
prevent collision.
Communication
Most important is to maintain
communication between the
company representatives and
the directional personnel on
the field.
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wells - and location sizes - in general is one of
the biggest obstacles and the starting point of
anti-collision practices on multi-well pads”.
When multiple wellbores are within 50ft of
each other, magnetic MWD (measure while
drilling) readings can be corrupted due to magnetic interference. Hawkinson recommends
using gyro technology to deal with magnetic
interference, especially during MWD, to get a
reliable azimuth reading.
He advises: “Be prepared to react to offset
wells that are undetected in the initial assessment and try to keep wellbore spacing as large
as possible. This is significantly better than reacting blindly.”
Both Hawkinson and Jessen stress that is it
vital that databases are updated as accurately as possible. Hawkinson says: “Human errors cannot be completely eliminated through
software or equipment control. So it is important that you have processes and procedures
in place to ensure that the data coming from
the field matches with the data that is expected and also that it gets entered into the database correctly.”
Jessen adds: “Getting multiple parties to
verify an accurate scribing and correctly recording the offset of an EM [electromagnetic
tool] is vital.”
Hawkinson has come up with a formula that
calculates the risk of offset wellbore penetration: “Probability of Wellbore Integrity Compromise = Probability of Well-Paths colliding
multiplied by Probability of Penetration from
another Wellbore”.
While Jessen suggests: “By sacrificing a little
ROP, in these first wells, makes the well planning - and the ensuing wells - to be drilled
much more efficiently.”
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Hawkinson and Jessen both make suggestions for better teamworking.
“The drilling operator, directional driller and
the survey company must work together to
ensure that anti-collision policies are in place
and that the survey programmes are valid and
followed during drilling,” says Hawkinson.
“Engineering, geology, well planners, company representatives and directional personnel who are based on site need to agree on
separation factors, ellipses and the criteria for
when to stop drilling.”
Jessen adds: “The efficiencies with which we
are now drilling in the Marcellus is because of the
advancements in anti-collision methodologies.”

Tweet us @DrillingPoint or post
on our LinkedIn group.
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Using Computer-Aided Drilling To Optimize Completions

Computer-Aided Drilling
From gauging the wellbore friction coefficient,
to converting confined compressive strength
and unconfined compressive strength,
computer-aided drilling is a crucial tool
to help drillers optimize completions.
Sudakshina Bhattacharjee reports
Advances in computing technologies could
help drilling engineers accurately gauge a
range of drilling parameters, says Shell International Production Technologist Prasad Kerkar, who heads a team that is testing computer-aided drilling in the Permian Basin.
This technology can be used to calculate
parameters such as the wellbore friction coefficient, sheave efficiency, hook length, rock
abrasiveness and downhole weight on bit
(DWOB), rates of penetration, confined compressive strength (CCS) and unconfined compressive strength (UCS) can all be measured,
resulting in optimized drilling and reduced
completions costs.
“Analytical data generated from computer-aided drilling technologies is seen to help
drillers optimize their completion roles. Drillers can now gain a detailed insight into factors
like lateral heterogeneity in rock formations.”
He continues: “Via computer software, the
wellbore friction coefficient can be calculated
right through the length of the wellbore and
can be used to calculate the DWOB, that’s the
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Click on the image to watch the
presentation by Prasad Kerkar

actual force in the lateral acting on the rock.
Based on that, I can convert that particular
energy into the rock strength that’s going to
be UCS, or CCS, or Young’s Modulus.”
The data gained while drilling can prove to
be vital. “We have used drilling data, such as
depth-based and time-based data, to calculate rock strength. The idea is to have this
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data available to help you with better well
and completion design; especially during the
exploration stage, as you go through the development phase, the subsurface picture becomes clearer to you because you have acquired that data for every well.”
“The industry has spent a lot of money acquiring this drilling data over the years.” He
believes this data should be put to good use.
“We can then use this to engineer some of
the fractural gradients, to selectively put perforations in the points along the length of the
lateral, against conventional equi-spaced or
clusters in the hydraulic stimulation design.”
The problem with having equi-spaced clusters
or stages is that “the spacing is not equal and
the hydraulic fracture growth is never equal.
We found this out from micro-seismic data”.
Typically, there are four clusters that are allocated for equi-spacing, but: “There is uncertainty as to whether we can initiate the fracture for these four clusters? If we do initiate,
are these fractures uniform? Even if we have
uniform fractures at four different clusters, are
these all taking enough proppant? We are putting 350,000 lbs of proppant per stage and we
have shown that some of these clusters do not
produce at all. With optimum placement and
pumping we can identify performing clusters.”
He explains: “So, a higher Young’s Modulus [value] implies that the rock is more brittle, which means the rock is easy to frac, easy
to initiate [production], more proppant, more
success, more confidence.”
Kerkar strongly believes that particulars
such as “Young’s Modulus and UCS are going
to drive future hydraulic fracture design and
perforation clusters along the wellbore.”
Therefore, his chief concern lays not so
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much in whether the computing technology
is working - but more on it actually being welcomed by drilling engineers as a global professional community.
“In complex organizations where we work, it
is always hard to make changes. Take the equidistant perforation stage, for instance. Our approach has been to have the software module
developed and we are going to let everybody
use this software to have more awareness on
lithology variation to verify the software and
to see whether they engineer with it - or not.”
By implementing computing technologies,
drilling and completion efficiencies could get
a boost, which should reflect positively on the
balance sheets in the long run.

What are your concerns regarding
horizontal completions? Have you used
or are thinking of using computer-aided
technology to optimise completions?
Tweet us @DrillingPoint or post on our
LinkedIn group.
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Strategies To Improve Rates Of Penetration

Penetrative Strategies
IMPROVING RATES of penetration is essential to drive down costs,
as a panel of senior drilling engineers discussed at the 3rd Annual
Horizontal Drilling Conference, Calgary in September 2014
Finding the optimum drilling parameters, such as rotary speed [RPM]
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and weight on bit [WOB] is crucial to improving Rates of Penetration
[ROP], but as a lively panel discussed, striking a balance is not always
straightforward.
Trevor Holding,
Senior Drilling
Engineer, XTO
Energy

Trevor Holding, Senior Drilling Engineer, XTO Energy: Drilling
fast is about the physics of how you destroy rock, how you clean the
hole, how you manage your waste – it’s a fully integrated system. You
can maximise your ROP by maintaining weight on bit just below the
founder and relentlessly redesigning to extend ROP limiters.
Maybe we cannot clear the hole effectively, so we need to understand
why. Do I need different mud properties? Do I need more fluorate? Do

Matthew Bloom,
Drilling Engineer,
Nexen Energy

I need a smaller hole? Do I need a bigger rig? Maybe my standpipe is
limiting me? Maybe I pull up my weight to the bit and the diff [motor
difference] goes up and I hit my pop-offs? Let’s figure out what it is and
engineer it out.
Matthew Bloom, Drilling Engineer, Nexen Energy: To increase
ROP we need to figure out ways of reducing NPT [Non-Productive

Joseph Ekpe, Senior
Drilling Engineer,
Chevron

Time] and flat time.
Joseph Ekpe, Senior Drilling Engineer, Chevron: When we
started our own exploratory programme drilling in the Duvernay we
saw some challenges. You want to drill fast and most times you will see
tool failures. I think we need to understand the relationship between
ROP and efficiency – the cost per foot. You want to make sure that you
reduce that number.

Brent Eshleman,
Executive Vice
President, Bellatrix
Exploration

I think it is important to identify the performance qualifier. For example,
footage drills, downhole tool life, vibration control, durability and steerability. It’s not just about hanging on weight and bit. You need to ask in

Scroll for
more Q&A

your planning teams to understand the environment you’re drilling in.
I think the key aspect to understanding efficiency, which translates
into higher ROP, is communication between the team in the office and
the drillers on site.
Brent Eshleman, Executive Vice President, Bellatrix Exploration [Chair]:
A big question for me is on mud weights, viscosity, when to mud up and
when not to. So, how much mud weight affects ROP?
TH: It really does depend on the [rock] formation. When we were working in the Horn River basin, we used 1200 kg equivalent mud weight
and it worked very well. When we did this in the Cardium, it did not
make much of a difference, whether or not you’re overbalanced or underbalanced. I think it really depends on where you are at in your formation, but it can definitely help.
MB: I was going to say the same thing. We just drill it. We’re currently
working in the Horn River, but we have not encountered formation
stability issues that Trevor has mentioned. We go as light as possible
– 1050 kg or 1100 kg [mud weight] and whenever we encounter the
rare natural fracture that gives us a pump of gas, it goes through our
managed pressure system and we continue drilling.
TH: Our Duvernay work is in the same boat. We’re in the Kaybob South
for most part. If we drill with the base oil, then yes, the well does not
flow and you get some good gas back, but the hole does sloth in and
you do have to fight it. If you go at 1200 kg to1300 kg of mud weight
then you could be problem-free through the lateral. We’re still unbalanced in the Duvernay so you still get the benefit of that, from a bit-efficiency point of view.
BE: Joseph, your comments on how bit design affects ROP?
JE: In terms of bit selection, I think you need to first identify with the
drive system, the rotary steerable tool [RST], you would need to probably get that clear and match it up with the bit. And, of course, you have
to design your borehole assembly [BHA] appropriately. Right now we’re
also drilling [in] the Duvernay and horizontal wells. The bits play a major
role where the team has to sit down and work with the providers to
pick up a well-designed bit that meets the purpose.

Scroll for
more Q&A
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AUDIENCE QUESTION:
My question is regarding the managed pressure drilling
system [MPD] and the factor of ROP. Is the use of MPD
justified costs-wise for increasing ROP?
Omid Eghtesaadi,
Senior Drilling
Engineer,
WesternZagros

TH: It really depends. Where I’ve seen the benefit is when we go to
what we call Level 1, which is an atmospheric MPD system that has
a rotating head, maybe an atmospheric with a maligned gas buster to
manage the nuisance gas and that’s actually a couple of thousand dollars rental, depending on how your [drilling] contract is structured. It
provides a very tangible benefit when you’re drilling a gassy shale formation, when you don’t have to shut down and circulate to get your gas
levels down. So, you don’t have gas shakers essentially.
Taking that next step to a Level 2 system, which would be your choke
operator and choke system, that’s a whole different ball of wax and it
can be harder to quantify the benefit of that. In my view, that’s only a
benefit when you have really narrow margins you’re trying to drill. Between very low [casing] shoe integrity and a very high pore pressure
that you’re trying to balance, if you have a very wide window between
what the hold up for mud weight and what the pore pressure is, it’s
hard to see a business case for a full MPD.
JE: My experience with MPD is it does provide that added benefit of
ROP, if that’s what you’re chasing. I’ve seen our team improve ROP by
10% or 15%, but it has to be justified by the cost there. Yes, using a full
MPD is costly. There’ll have to be a lot of number punching to make
sure FPT [Full-Productive Time] is positive before you go for the MPD.

Have you and your drilling team come up with any innovative ideas to improve
and optimise ROP? Tweet us @DrillingPoint or post on our LinkedIn group

Watch
the panel
discussion
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Why Brine Is The Next Best Thing...

Brine – the next best thing?
Oil-based drilling fluids are effective but
controversial and water-based fluids need to be
disposed of. Brine, however, is proving to be the
real alternative, writes Sudakshina Bhattacharjee

THERE ARE MANY BENEFITS in using brinebased drilling fluids, which are not only more
environmentally friendly, but are less corrosive to tools and offer excellent rates of penetration in varying rock formations.
Apache Corporation Drilling and Completions
Manager Bobby Smith says: “We’ve been using
brine-based drilling fluid in the Permian basin
for the past 40 years. We drill through some
salt sections and if you don’t have a brinebased fluid, you wouldn’t be able to drill.”
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Anchor Drilling Fluids USA Drilling Consultant Darius Johnson says, “While water-based
muds cause clay swelling, brine-based ones
reduce the chances of this. Brine is more expensive, but more effective.”
According to Chevron Senior Drilling Engineer
Elie Meyer: “Brines have been the rage for the
past 1.5 to 2 years. There are multiple brines
on the market used for horizontal drilling.”
He adds: “There are a lot of different salts that
you could use for your brine system. Brine is
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a dissolved solution of salts, most commonly
solvent in water. Depending on the densities,
brine can work beyond water too.”
The two main advantages of using brine,
says Meyer, are that “it increases ROP (rates
of penetration) and increases [motor] run life.
This is based on how you manage the temperature level at the bit face, the thermal capacity
and thermal connectivity.”
“Brine is a solids-free system that achieves
the density you require, when run correctly”,
Meyer says. “Brine-based fluids are less environmentally damaging and do not damage
drilling equipment either,” adds Smith.
Encana Drilling Engineer Ryan Siemens says
brine fluids can also reduce costs. He says:
“When we look at the actual fluid cost, a cube
of formate is 360% more expensive compared
to Invert (an oil emulsion mud). If we diluted
1,575kg of formate, it would technically be
less expensive. Encana was able to go a manufacturer and get the formate at 250% more
than what 1,575kg of Invert would have cost.
When the formate was diluted to 1,250 kg, it
was worth 25% more than running Invert.”
Siemens says: “By using formate, our total
drill cost was reduced by 11% per lateral metre drilled, although the wells were less than
2,000 metres. For the wells longer than 2,000
metres (which contained potassium formate
and flocculated water in the vertical section),
our costs decreased by 27% per lateral metre
drilled for the entire well.”
University of Calgary Professor in Chemical
and Petroleum Engineering Dr Maen Husein
outlines some of the limitations of using brinebased drilling fluids. “When it comes to brinebased drilling fluid, it has potassium formate,
which is in a way organic-based. Although
brine is not as bad as the benzene family, it
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can have an environmental impact,” he says.
He adds: “It can be expensive and you need
to achieve high concentrations of it in order to
get the required lubricity.”
Apache Corporation Global Technology
Consultant George E King warns that brine
also has stability issues. “The stability of the
brines at high salt loadings can be very tactile
when the temperature drops and causes salt
precipitation. Increases in temperature reduce
brine density and may be left under-saturated
to salt,” he says.
He continues: “Additions of gas, alcohol,
some surfactants, shear and reduction in temperature can lead to salt precipitation. Salt may
affect the way polymers hydrate or disperse.”
Meyer says that the main issue drillers
should avoid when using brine is stress corrosion cracking (SCC), “which could be caused
by using halide brine, a corrosion-resistant alloy (such as steel) under tension, or the presence of a gas”. He says: “If all three are present, cracking will happen.”
For Siemens, the limitations with brine are
“low lubricity, increased drag, limited well
length and having to switch to Invert for installing the line and the toe”.
Meyer and King both found that it helps to
spend some time in selecting the type of brine
to be used as a drilling fluid.
Meyer says: “We separated which brine we
are going to use based on the pH and the total impact to the bottomline of the well was
based on the pH and what the effects of the
fluid were after we drilled the well.”
He adds: “We settled with formate brine that
comes in three types, based on density: potassium formate (1,570 kg), Caesium formate
(2,200 kg) and sodium formate (1,350 kg).”
King suggests that drillers should cross
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check the following criteria when selecting a
type of brine: “Establish well control at every
phase of the operation, [drillers] must be able
to filter the brine to 5 to 10 microns with beta
of 1,000; the brine should have compatibility
with the formation, the well equipment, operations and fluids; there should be controllable
corrosion and scale dropout; assess clean-up
requirements from the formation; assess disposal requirements at the surface; evaluate
costs and availability to fit the well.”
Meyer used two types of brine in the Montney: halide brine (pH scale two to six) and
formate brine (pH scale nine to 11). He says:
“You could adjust the composition of the halide brine to raise its pH level, so that it is less
corrosive, or you could use formate brine that
is inherently anti-corrosive anyway.”
According to Meyer, brine formates are
more lubricious than water-based muds and
can work as an alternative to oil-based muds,
especially when working with longer horizontal laterals.
Meyer and his team tested the brines. “We
took rock samples from the Montney and tested those with four brines – distilled water, potassium formate, calcium bromide and calcium
chloride – for five consecutive days,” he says.
The results were positive. “We found that
the rocks had so little reaction to the brines
that these started to contract a little and we
were reaching the test fixture”, says Meyer.
“This gave us the confidence that we could
have the lateral open for 15 days and we
would not see any swelling or any problems
with running the casing at the bottom.”
King supports testing the brines as a part of
the selection process and suggests: “All tests
should be done with on-field mud samples to
ensure the mud is effectively sheared and has
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representative particles or cuttings. Use solvents and mechanical or hydraulic agitation to
remove sludge and pipe dope.”
Siemens says there are many possibilities
with brine formate. “There is a lot of potential in reducing standpipe pressure because
of using a formate system. You can run additional tools that you previously could not fit
on longer laterals. You could use agitators and
work with different pressure units. You could
even use a smaller rig for pump and pressure
requirements,” he says.
He believes the true limits of brine fluids are
yet to be discovered. “As a part of our continuous improvement programme, we are looking at different types of lubrications, downhole stimulations and pore pressure tools to
increase lateral lengths and to reduce the friction,” says Siemens. “Our aim is to increase the
lubricity even more with the formate so that
we can eliminate the use of Invert altogether.”
Down says: “Brine-based drilling fluids contain no weighting solids, which means that
they can provide clear solutions to the 90year old problems posed by traditional solids-weighted drilling ‘muds’.”
He also thinks it is important for drillers to
remember “not all brines are suitable for use
as clear drilling fluids. However, the economic
advantages provided by drilling with formate
brine indicate its potential to dominate over
oil-based drilling fluids in the future.”

Have you used a brine type as a
drilling fluid? Tweet your thoughts to
us @DrillingPoint or post them in our
LinkedIn group.
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Using The Right Geosteering Tools To Optimize Drilling

Staying in the Zone

PHOTOS: Scientific Drilling International

Geosteering can not only help drillers stay in
the zone, but also drill longer horizontal lateral
lengths and attain more sweet spot coverage,
writes Sudakshina Bhattacharjee

ADVANCES IN GEOSTEERING technology
mean that drillers can now ensure accurate
well-bore placement using real-time data that
tells them how to steer the drill bit to stay in
the zone.
However, drillers need to start by understanding the rock formations that they are
drilling in, so they can exploit faults and folds
to best place wells, says Scientific Drilling
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International Global Product Line Manager
Asong Suh.
Suh says: “In the Canadian Foothill, the Cardium is complexly deformed and naturally
fractured. Correctly placed wells take advantage of these natural fracture permeability
pathways to support extremely prolific wells.
To maximize production and effective reservoir drainage, horizontal well bores need to be
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drilled to intersect multiple fracture networks
within the deformed Cardium reservoir.”
In this way, Suh says drillers can get the most
out of the areas where the formation is naturally fractured and those areas where multi-stage hydraulic fracturing would normally
be required for effective productivity.
Bellatrix Exploration Drilling and Completions Engineer Martin Rejman says: “The key
point is to know what we are going to be dealing with. This will be the interpretation that
we get from geologists and geophysicists. Our
geological understanding feeds into the directional plan.”
He continues: “In the Cardium, the reservoir
is a down dip and should be about locking in,
rotating and then getting into a certain inclination. Structurally complex reservoirs can be
fractured and folded so that you could drive
multiple trucks through it. This is why we need
to plan properly. With increased geological
complexity, more planning is required.”
Suh concurs. “[You need to] Recognise the
geosteering challenges. For example, the
Cardium has a complex reservoir with many
sub-seismic faults and folds in its formation.
These require very sensitive geosteering responsiveness in order to create an optimal
reservoir penetration,” he says.
Suh suggests studying the character of the
reservoir especially when you are considering
which geosteering and drilling tools to use.
The Cardium reservoir “exhibits very good
gamma character and therefore gamma [ray
geosteering] has been shown to be an effective tool for geosteering”.
The benefits of gamma ray include being
less sensitive to signal responses of pore fluids, rock porosity, rock permeability and the
quality of borehole circumference.
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Rejman suggests considering all options, but
also supports the use of gamma ray. “There
are a range of tools in the market that can deal
with various levels of geological complexity.
A lot of the time you can run the gamma ray
at the bit, or near-bit, whether it is through
RSS [rotary steerable system] or with a sub.
At times, it is coupled with inclination, which
is great,” he says.
It is not always possible to ensure you have
the right geosteering technique, as Suh warns:
“Be prepared to deal with uncertainties. Familiarize with the differences between radial
and azimuthal gamma, looking closely at which
works and which does not. There are limitations
of geosteering with gamma ray and it is worth
knowing them in order to stay in the zone.”
Suh adds: “It cannot react quickly, takes too
long to determine the direction of the exit
and [enhances] loss production when out of
the reservoir.”
Rejman believes such limitations can be discovered before drilling operations commence.
He says that the points to consider are complexity, financial barriers and suitability, such
as mud motor, motary steerable, or RSS.
Suh says: “In one case study, a horizontal
leg was drilled using a conventional gamma,
the well exited the reservoir due to an abrupt
change in bedding orientation and 1138ft of
non-reservoir was drilled prior to re-entry.
With the near-bit information, this non-productive interval would have been avoided or
significantly reduced.”
Suh said his team managed to drill only seven wells in the Cardium using just radial gamma positioned at about 12m to 18m from the
bit, with the average horizontal length drilled
at 526.6m [1,846ft].
However, the addition of an instrument that
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provided azimuthal gamma and a continuous
9ft inclination from the bit allowed them to
produce a further 12 wells with an average
horizontal length of 525.5m [1,724ft].
Rejman says: “With directional tools, it is important to know where you are, know where
you are going, predict geological variations
and understand the limitations of the tools.”
He adds: “We did some work with glauconitic sandstone, where the reservoir was lost
and we were out of the zone. So we stopped
to assess why we were having trouble staying
in the zone, the directional tools we were using and their limitations. We then evaluated
different solutions and brought in directional
companies with stakeholders. We drew up a
proposal to answer what we actually needed.”
Rejman says that his team decided to use a
RSS with azimuthal near-bit gamma ray sensor that gave “up and down readings and was
around 2.5m from the bit.” This increased
“reservoir exposure [an average of 60% to
80%] and one well even had 95% sandstone
exposure. The costs were equal to the previous wells drilled but we had better reservoir
exposure”, he says.
Suh found that using “radial gamma ray only
covered 10% of the sweet spot, while using
azimuthal near-bit gamma ray covered 40%.”
Rejman adds: “We produced 2,605 bbl per
month using a mud motor. However, when
we used the RSS, we produced 4,061 bbl per
month, we gained a 56% increase in average
monthly production.”
However, Rejman also observes: “In terms
of overall wins, we saved one day of rig time,
had lower completion costs and one extremely successful well that produced 7,410 bbl per
month. In terms of RSS tool reliability, out of
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seven wells, only one had zero failures in the
lateral, with three to four of our wells having
two or more failures. Also, when the RSS is
steered to the maximum point, we did not get
an azimuthal gamma ray reading.”
Rejman says: “Planning and understanding
took around three to five months, but as a result we have had successes and lots of potential to build upon.”
Suh says: “The more time spent in the sweet
spot means you can get more production.
Even the 40% time increase [using azimuthal
near-bit gamma] was a very big improvement
from what we had before.”

How do you stay in the zone?
Which is your preferred instrument?
Tweet us @DrillingPoint or post on our
LinkedIn group.
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Understanding The Optimal Approaches To Drilling Fluid Recycling And Reuse

Reuse Recycle Recoup
The cost benefits of reusing drilling fluids are
obvious, writes Sudakshina Bhattacharjee, but the
practicalities on the ground are often complex
Newpark Drilling Fluids Technology Support
Engineering Manager Mike Redburn says the
choice of the process depends on which fluid
is used initially, either aqueous (water-based
muds) or non-aqueous (oil-based muds).
The first step, he says, is to “quantify the total
cost of drilling fluids”.
He adds: “You need
to assess which drilling products you use;
how these drilling fluids are transported;
whether your company dilutes from water
brine or base oil; the
number of days spent
using the drilling fluids; remediation, spill
containment, maintenance, reconstruction and lab costs;
any additional rig
costs and number of
days spent on a well.
There is a fairly significant cost reduction when
reusing drilling fluids.”
Southwestern Energy Drilling Fluids Superintendent Sam Ledbetter suggests three approaches to reusing drilling fluid from well to

well. “Reuse the whole mud; closed-loop drilling (regulatory-approved in most North American states) and a combination of these two
methods,” he says.
Ledbetter says that a closed-loop mud
system could help “save money on hauling
off liquid and solid waste; to reduce
the amount of water
needed to drill and
to usually save the
whole mud”.
He explains that
the closed-loop process involves “recycling base fluid
captured from drill
cuttings to build and
maintain drilling fluid
using the chemistry
and the mechanics
to separate the fluid
from the cuttings”.
Ledbetter
also
suggests combining the closed-loop system with recycling whole mud because
this “eliminates the use of a reserve pit.
You can use various methods of cleaning
the mud and recovering the base fluid for

You need to assess
which drilling
products you use,
but there is a fairly
significant cost
reduction when
reusing drilling
fluids
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reuse. You can store the base fluid as well as
any leftover mud from previous well for the
next wells”.
Redburn adds: “Refine fluid treatments to
reduce costs and adjust targeted properties,
especially if you are skidding from well to well,
or when you are batch drilling.”
Redburn points out the problems of oil-based
fluids, including “additional costs to maintain
equipment, cleaning up any spills and dilution
costs [which can range from USD$60,000 to
USD$80,000] and transportation costs.”
However, he says the benefits of oil-based
drilling fluids are that they are “reusable, fairly non-reactive to [rock] formations and can
work with multiple base oils”.
Ledbetter points out, though, that because
oil-based fluids are often leased from a drilling fluid company the only recycling option is
to return them. However, “certain drilling fluid
properties must be met before the mud is returned to the plant or there is a conditioning
charge. These are weight, viscosity, water ratio and low-gravity solids content.”
Ledbetter says: “Reusing oil-based muds is
not a new idea. Reusing water-based mud is a
little more difficult, but very doable.”
He says that water-based fluids “are stable
products that work with water; these can be
built on location, as haul liquid mud is only required at the end of the well and can cope better with down-hole mud losses with respect
to volume accounting and ease of mixing”.
However, Redburn says that while the process can be straightforward, there still are
some challenges. “A lot of the products we
use with water-based mud are sensitive to
bacteria. You could have viscosified fluid on
one day, but the next day it turns to creek
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DRILLING FLUID COST FACTORS

Cost of Drilling Fluid
WATER-BASED MUDS

USD$40 to USD$70
per bbl

OIL-BASED MUDS

USD$130 to USD$200
per bbl

Waste management
WATER-BASED MUDS

USD$15 to USD$30
per bbl

OIL-BASED MUDS

USD$30 to USD$50
per bbl

DRILL CUTTINGS

USD$25 to USD$110
per ton

Shipping to disposal
TRUCKING

USD$100 to USD$110

per hour

TRANSPORT TANKERS (FOR WASHING OUT MUD)

USD$200 to USD$300
Each

water and that is because of simple degradation from bacteria. The settling tanks could
have [difficulty] keeping the mud base down.
Any temperature effects you deal with for
water-based mud, such as trying to keep the
temperature down in the middle of winter up
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north, is probably going to be difficult unless
you have steam lines and somebody rolling
the tanks and watching the fluid,” he says.
He explains: “Reusing drilling fluid from well
to well is highly dependent on the condition of
the fluid [left] at the end of the previous well.
Solids control and good drilling fluid engineering go hand in hand in making reuse of drilling
fluid cost-effective. Watching your solids content, especially the low-gravity solids content
– is key in keeping these fluids in spec while
you are transferring it from well to well.”
Redburn adds: “Generally, rigs are understaffed when it comes to solids control. You
could have two shale shakers at the top and
maybe one drying shaker down below. You
may have a centrifuge and a de-sander or
de-silter, if it is working properly and nobody
has misused it on the rig.”
“Most of the projects that I have been watching have a centrifuge that is able to run maybe 200 to 250 gallons per minute and sometimes we are pumping 300 to 320 gallons per
minute. So, the exchange is not one to one
and you are getting more solids than you are
able to process,” says Redburn.
Ledbetter says: “The backbone of any plan
for reusing drilling fluids is to optimise the solids control system”, because it “is proven to
reduce costs”.
He observes that drilling companies often
overlook this, but he emphasises “without a
good solids control system, reusing drilling
fluids is almost impossible”.
“Take 15 minutes to have a meeting with
your technical manager, your drilling fluids
engineer and your solids control supervisor to
ask where can you cut costs and how could
you all be more efficient,” suggests Redburn.
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Ledbetter says you should “use the drilling
fluid as a seed mud for building a new mud
system. Then start drilling with mud water and
use the seed mud to start the mud up process.
This is used to increase viscosity, mud weights
or both.”
Redburn also suggests conducting an endof-well analysis to ask questions such as: “Is
the current drilling fluid meeting expectations? Does the drilling fluid need improvement? What are the options? Where can we
cut cost?” This can help prepare drillers for the
next time they consider reusing drilling fluids.
He adds: “A limitation of reusing drilling fluid
is that eventually it needs to be swapped out
or diluted to reduce fines in the fluid. A periodic review should be conducted on the cost
benefits of whether reusing drilling fluid is still
a viable option.”
Ledbetter believes that “the method of reuse
has to be determined prior to drilling, it cannot be an afterthought. Are you going to use
a reserve pit or closed-loop system, or both?
If so, how are you going to design your pad?
How much room would you need? How are
you going to close the reserve pit once you
have finished drilling? How big does the well
have to be? Where are you going to put the
frac tanks for storage?”
Both Ledbetter and Redburn agree that when
reusing drilling fluids, reviewing, planning and
implementing changes are essential.

What is your strategy for re-using drilling fluids?
Tweet us @DrillingPoint or post your comments
in our LinkedIn group
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Quantifying the economic benefits of batch drilling

Assembly Line Drilling
BATCH DRILLING TAKES MULTI-WELL PAD DRILLING
to a new level and potentially offers significant cost benefits. But, asks
Sudakshina Bhattacharjee, should you retrofit your existing platforms,
buy a skidding rig or invest in a potentially costly walking system

BATCH DRILLING has been used offshore for a number of years, but

is only now being looked at seriously onshore. Columbia Industries
Senior Manager of Sales and Marketing Joe Canova told attendees at
the Multi-Well Pad Drilling Congress, in Houston, in September, that
using this assembly line style offers massive potential cost savings, but
as long as you take the right approach.
“The main purpose is to increase your operational efficiencies to try
to increase your profits. When batch drilling is implemented with a
mobile rig application, it could potentially reduce drilling costs by an
additional 10%. Drilling operators reported savings of USD$500,000
per well in the Eagle Ford [by using batch drilling].”
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He believes that the benefit to be gained by batch drilling depends
heavily on the rig system being used. “You ought to have a rig system
that is custom-designed to meet the needs of your equipment. Rig
moving systems increase operational efficiencies resulting in increased
profits for drilling operators and contractors. This is because each system is custom-designed to meet the requirements of the location, operating environment and the specific needs of the drilling contractor.”
Canova said drilling engineers in the Middle East used batch drilling
successfully on what they call island projects. “They use two rigs (one
1,500 horsepower and one is 3,000 horsepower) working at the same
time. So you have two different processes taking place on two different rigs on the same platform.”
He added: “This setup has been configured in the Middle East where
drilling E&Ps have manufactured the island in
such a way that all the production and distribution happens underneath the rig floor, while
the drilling goes on above.” The only concern
with this configuration is the sheer amount of
“load placed on the rigs as they move from
hole to hole”.
The island approach is being used on the
northern slope of Alaska where drilling takes
place in extreme weather conditions. “When
two rigs operate simultaneously in the same
pad location, extreme weather conditions can
be mitigated through prior planning, selecting
and winterizing all equipment accordingly.
Canova described some of the operational efficiencies made possible
by batch drilling. “The pad layout can be designed to allow both drilling and completions to occur simultaneously. Drilling contractors can
reduce the number of times they need to change the mud type and
drill pipe by drilling and casing surface holes before working on the
intermediate holes and all the laterals.”
“Crew efficiencies rise when they perform the same operation many
times in a row. There is reduced environmental impact on the land because the sizes and quantities of leases are minimized.”
The key to successful batch drilling is planning, according to Canova.
“When you are going to do multi-well pad drilling, everybody tells you
to plan, plan and plan. That’s going to be your key to success. If you
do not lay out your plan with your entire group of potential vendors,

There are walking
systems that allow
you to go and lift
a substructure, or
your own rig
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equipment providers and permit contractors, you’re probably not going to be successful.”
“Think about the standpoint of what you are trying to achieve, what
you need to do, where can you optimize your efficiencies.” Canova
said that once you have these points identified you and your operations team can make a well-informed selection of a rig system for your
batch-drilling plans.
“Essentially a moving rig system is a hydraulic jack-up oiled system.
There are walking systems that allow you to go and lift a substructure,
or your own rig, and to be able to move it in a linear fashion, or by rotating the feet to travel in any direction you require”.
Unlike a skidding rig system, which is territorially limited because of
the pre-set rails, the walking rig system has “the steering capability
that allows you to adjust along a row of wells and can be moved without emptying fluids or the setback”.
He cited the 360° Pad Walking System as an example. “It walks in any
direction at up to 30ft per hour, giving you good rig portability to access
remote pad locations from a truck standpoint, having a jack-up style assembly for turning a mobile mast to a structured drilling platform.”
“It has a moving efficiency of 1.22 metres of linear travel per minute;
can be positioned to a precision of 6.35mm; leaves a scalable footprint
in terms of low ground-bearing pressure; has flexible operator controls
(can be wired or wireless) and can be custom-designed for rig specifications, as well as shipping truckloads.”
When comparing the cost between walking and skidding rig systems,
Canova said: “It is more expensive to invest in a walking system, if you
look at the equipment alone.” However, he also points out that the
costs involved in preparing a skidding system (e.g. preparing leases,
laying out rails and extra equipment) can add up to be almost the same
as using a walking rig system.
Canova weighed up investing in a new walking rig, or using an old
one with a pin-on system. “With the pin-on system, rigs can be retrofitted and have a weight ranging from 1 million lbs to 2 million lbs. You
can customize these rigs depending on the type of configurations you
have for connections. You can weld on some extra pad eyes, do some
mounting and get an extended foot that gives you a capacity of 1 million lbs to 3 million lbs.”
He suggested that drillers should think about the equipment they
would be loading on top of the walking rig system as it moves from pad
to pad. “These rigs move about 30ft per hour and might have several
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hundreds and thousands pounds of pipe up in the setback area and in
the mast. You would have a rig floor of 25ft and a very high center of
gravity, so, you would need to ensure that the rig is moving in a slow,
controlled manner to ensure that you maximize your safety.”
If your rig has a boxed-up structure, an in-sub system could be used
to make your rig walk during a batch-drilling operation.
“The in-sub system adds new builds to existing rig substructures, allowing the walking rig to ship with sub boxes and giving it a weight of 1
million lbs to 2 million lbs. You do not need to have an extra truckload
to help you carry equipment from one pad site to another.”
However, he warned: “The size of the foot [of the rig] is limited by
the shape of the substructure. So there might be rig modifications involved in order to have a larger foot for the ground-bearing pressure
required during walking.”
“If you are a drilling E&P looking to meet a specific condition of the
rig, work with the rig manufacturer to achieve the exact requirements,”
suggested Canova. “There has been an increase in walking rigs because of their additional capabilities of lateral, longitudinal, rotational
motions and spinning.”
He concluded: “As pad layouts become more complex, the need for
walking rig systems to travel in different directions is becoming more
important than skidding rigs” because of the rise in onshore assembly-line drilling.

How cost-efficient is batch drilling in your experience? Tweet us your views @DrillingPoint or post
on our LinkedIn group.
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Understanding The Optimal Approaches To Drilling Fluid Recycling And Reuse

Reuse Recycle Recoup
The cost benefits of reusing drilling fluids are
obvious, writes Sudakshina Bhattacharjee, but the
practicalities on the ground are often complex
Newpark Drilling Fluids Technology Support
Engineering Manager Mike Redburn says the
choice of the process depends on which fluid
is used initially, either aqueous (water-based
muds) or non-aqueous (oil-based muds).
The first step, he says, is to “quantify the total
cost of drilling fluids”.
He adds: “You need
to assess which drilling products you use;
how these drilling fluids are transported;
whether your company dilutes from water
brine or base oil; the
number of days spent
using the drilling fluids; remediation, spill
containment, maintenance, reconstruction and lab costs;
any additional rig
costs and number of
days spent on a well.
There is a fairly significant cost reduction when
reusing drilling fluids.”
Southwestern Energy Drilling Fluids Superintendent Sam Ledbetter suggests three approaches to reusing drilling fluid from well to

well. “Reuse the whole mud; closed-loop drilling (regulatory-approved in most North American states) and a combination of these two
methods,” he says.
Ledbetter says that a closed-loop mud
system could help “save money on hauling
off liquid and solid waste; to reduce
the amount of water
needed to drill and
to usually save the
whole mud”.
He explains that
the closed-loop process involves “recycling base fluid
captured from drill
cuttings to build and
maintain drilling fluid
using the chemistry
and the mechanics
to separate the fluid
from the cuttings”.
Ledbetter
also
suggests combining the closed-loop system with recycling whole mud because
this “eliminates the use of a reserve pit.
You can use various methods of cleaning
the mud and recovering the base fluid for

You need to assess
which drilling
products you use,
but there is a fairly
significant cost
reduction when
drilling fluids are
reused and recycled
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reuse. You can store the base fluid as well as
any leftover mud from previous well for the
next wells”.
Redburn adds: “Refine fluid treatments to
reduce costs and adjust targeted properties,
especially if you are skidding from well to well,
or when you are batch drilling.”
Redburn points out the problems of oil-based
fluids, including “additional costs to maintain
equipment, cleaning up any spills and dilution
costs [which can range from USD$60,000 to
USD$80,000] and transportation costs.”
However, he says the benefits of oil-based
drilling fluids are that they are “reusable, fairly non-reactive to [rock] formations and can
work with multiple base oils”.
Ledbetter points out, though, that because
oil-based fluids are often leased from a drilling fluid company the only recycling option is
to return them. However, “certain drilling fluid
properties must be met before the mud is returned to the plant or there is a conditioning
charge. These are weight, viscosity, water ratio and low-gravity solids content.”
Ledbetter says: “Reusing oil-based muds is
not a new idea. Reusing water-based mud is a
little more difficult, but very doable.”
He says that water-based fluids “are stable
products that work with water; these can be
built on location, as haul liquid mud is only required at the end of the well and can cope better with down-hole mud losses with respect
to volume accounting and ease of mixing”.
However, Redburn says that while the process can be straightforward, there still are
some challenges. “A lot of the products we
use with water-based mud are sensitive to
bacteria. You could have viscosified fluid on
one day, but the next day it turns to creek
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DRILLING FLUID COST FACTORS

Cost Of Drilling Fluid
WATER-BASED MUDS

USD$40 to USD$70
per bbl

OIL-BASED MUDS

USD$130 to USD$200
per bbl

Waste Management
WATER-BASED MUDS

USD$15 to USD$30
per bbl

OIL-BASED MUDS

USD$30 to USD$50
per bbl

DRILL CUTTINGS

USD$25 to USD$110
per ton

Shipping To disposal
TRUCKING

USD$100 to USD$110

per hour

TRANSPORT TANKERS (FOR WASHING OUT MUD)

USD$200 to USD$300
Each

water and that is because of simple degradation from bacteria. The settling tanks could
have [difficulty] keeping the mud base down.
Any temperature effects you deal with for
water-based mud, such as trying to keep the
temperature down in the middle of winter up
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north, is probably going to be difficult unless
you have steam lines and somebody rolling
the tanks and watching the fluid,” he says.
He explains: “Reusing drilling fluid from well
to well is highly dependent on the condition of
the fluid [left] at the end of the previous well.
Solids control and good drilling fluid engineering go hand in hand in making reuse of drilling
fluid cost-effective. Watching your solids content, especially the low-gravity solids content
– is key in keeping these fluids in spec while
you are transferring it from well to well.”
Redburn adds: “Generally, rigs are understaffed when it comes to solids control. You
could have two shale shakers at the top and
maybe one drying shaker down below. You
may have a centrifuge and a de-sander or
de-silter, if it is working properly and nobody
has misused it on the rig.”
“Most of the projects that I have been watching have a centrifuge that is able to run maybe 200 to 250 gallons per minute and sometimes we are pumping 300 to 320 gallons per
minute. So, the exchange is not one to one
and you are getting more solids than you are
able to process,” says Redburn.
Ledbetter says: “The backbone of any plan
for reusing drilling fluids is to optimise the solids control system”, because it “is proven to
reduce costs”.
He observes that drilling companies often
overlook this, but he emphasises “without a
good solids control system, reusing drilling
fluids is almost impossible”.
“Take 15 minutes to have a meeting with
your technical manager, your drilling fluids
engineer and your solids control supervisor to
ask where can you cut costs and how could
you all be more efficient,” suggests Redburn.
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Ledbetter says you should “use the drilling
fluid as a seed mud for building a new mud
system. Then start drilling with mud water and
use the seed mud to start the mud up process.
This is used to increase viscosity, mud weights
or both.”
Redburn also suggests conducting an endof-well analysis to ask questions such as: “Is
the current drilling fluid meeting expectations? Does the drilling fluid need improvement? What are the options? Where can we
cut cost?” This can help prepare drillers for the
next time they consider reusing drilling fluids.
He adds: “A limitation of reusing drilling fluid
is that eventually it needs to be swapped out
or diluted to reduce fines in the fluid. A periodic review should be conducted on the cost
benefits of whether reusing drilling fluid is still
a viable option.”
Ledbetter believes that “the method of reuse
has to be determined prior to drilling, it cannot be an afterthought. Are you going to use
a reserve pit or closed-loop system, or both?
If so, how are you going to design your pad?
How much room would you need? How are
you going to close the reserve pit once you
have finished drilling? How big does the well
have to be? Where are you going to put the
frac tanks for storage?”
Both Ledbetter and Redburn agree that when
reusing drilling fluids, reviewing, planning and
implementing changes are essential.

What is your strategy for re-using drilling fluids?
Tweet us @DrillingPoint or post your comments
in our LinkedIn group
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Understanding The Economics Of Multi-Well Pad Drilling...

Multi-Well Magic
Multi-well pad drilling has long promised to be
the magic formula to reducing costs, increasing
well activity and lesser landscape disruption
but is it all hype? Asks Sudakshina Bhattacharjee

DRILLING MULTIPLE WELLS from a single
location – or pad – has long been hailed as a
major advancement that promises massive cost
savings and reduced environmental impact.
Halcón Resources Senior Drilling Engineer
Jonathan Foytlin says the advantages of multi-well pad drilling are: “More cost savings per
well, decreased number of pad sites, improved
drilling efficiencies, increased number of wells
drilled per year and less environmental impact.”
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Indeed, a 2011 survey by Jim Ladlee and
Professor Jeffrey Jacquet found that the “total amount of industrial activity can be compressed as these wells can be drilled in rapid
succession and the technology now exists to
perform hydraulic fracturing stimulations on
multiple wells simultaneously”.
When multi-well pads are used “large environmental and socio-economical implications”
arise “as the landscape disruption of as many
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as 12 or more wells and associated pipeline
infrastructure can be concentrated in a single
location”, they wrote.
Marcellus Center for Outreach and Research
Associate Director Jim Ladlee says another advantage is that “two to three formations can
be reached from one pad. Instead of the traditional well spacing layout of 30 hectares, you
can have one pad to cover wells from multiple
formations, such as the Bakken”.
Foytlin adds that the decisions to use multi-well pad drilling should be made “when drilling companies are in full-scale development
mode; when the asset has been de-risked;
when leasehold obligations have been met
and when well spacing has been determined
for the laterals”.
However, while the benefits of multi-well
drilling seem obvious, it is not an approach
that can be used everywhere. Foytlin says
that the constraints of multi-well pad drilling are: “a larger pad size, a more expensive
rig (e.g. walking rig system), more directional
work, production delays and more planning.
Multi-well pad drilling is mainly for directional
or horizontal wells and larger pads need to be
made available.”
Ladlee adds: “While drilling single well-pads
means constructing individual pipeline structures, multi-well pad drilling takes up a larger
footprint, from four to 10 acres of land.”
Foytlin says, in Brazos County, a single-well
pad drilling approach resulted in 16.6 wells per
year; while a 4-well pad operation (with skidded rig) resulted in 18.4 wells per year and a
10-well pad drilling operation resulted in 19.6
wells per year.
He suggests considering all requirements of
the pad to determine the optimal footprint,
such as facilities, artificial lifts as well as re-
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serve pits. He says: “Think about surface limitations and environmental impact for cost
considerations too. Also consider geographical factoring, such as topography, wetlands,
high or low-lying areas, climate, soil stability,
soil cement, drilling mats, material availability,
city restrictions and regulation requirements.”
He gives an example to reflect the breakdown of well costs. “The major cost items are
tangibles, (such as wellheads, pipes, etc), rig
time and drilling fluids, because any losses will
drive up costs. Location, legal and land damages are 16% of well costs for us in this [Brazos County] case,” he says.
Foytlin points out that there are some costs
that are not affected by the pad type. “These
are the tangibles and cement. Wellheads will
cost the same, regardless of whether two or
four are purchased. Therefore this is where
companies could make potential savings.”
With multi-well pad drilling, costs can be
shared and spread across the wells. Foytlin
says: “This is because the location, roads, legal
fees and land damages all depend upon how
many pads will be on a rig. For example, well
one will need 100% of the costs, but by the
time you get to well four, the costs can reduce
to 25%. The savings can be big, depending on
how much the pad costs.”
In terms of variable cost benefits, besides cost
reductions generated from each well, costs can
be saved from “the rig mob-demob, depending on the type of rig system being used”, says
Foytlin.“If you are using a skidded rig system,
you will need to hire a crane on the site and it
takes [the rig] up to 30 hours to skid, whereas
if you have a walking rig, it takes only 12 hours
[to move] from rig release to spud.”
Costs can be saved from the logistics side
too, he says, because drillers do not need to
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haul drilling mud and materials from one location to another. Foytlin says: “During a multi-well pad batch drilling, you would be saving
a lot of money by not having to build a water
system or a spud mud and then hauling it off
if you do not have a reserve pit.”
He adds: “Less labour costs would be required for tank cleaning and rig washing, if
you do not have to move the rig too much.”
Foytlin suggests the following ways to improve drilling efficiencies: “Identify where
drilling hazards could take place, e.g gravel in
the upper section, taking preventative measures for loss circulation, mud weight optimisation (can help spend less time in circulating
gas out) and hole instability. The number of
drilling days can be reduced with improved
borehole assembly (BHA) and bit designs.”
Foytlin concludes: “Multi-well pad drilling
can reduce costs and days in the correct application. Cost savings increase with lesser location costs and land damages and plateau at
eight to ten wells for walking rigs. It reduces
the number of days per well allowing for more
wells to be drilled per year. Facilities and artificial lifts must be determined prior to building
a pad. Begin with the end in mind.”
However, Ladlee says: “There will always be
a need for single-well pad drilling, especially
during the exploration stage, where a test well
needs to be drilled in vertically, before largescale horizontal multi-well pad drilling begins.”

MULTI-WELL PAD DRILLING
Your quick guide to the pros and cons for
multi-well pad drilling:

The Pros
• Cost savings increase with walking rigs.
• Two to three formations can be
reached from one pad. Instead of the
traditional well spacing layout of 30
hectares, you can have one pad to
cover wells from multiple formations,
such as the Bakken.
• It reduces the number of days per well
allowing for more wells to be drilled
per year.
• Save money by not having to build a
water system or a spud mud and then
having to haul it off, if you do not have
a reserve pit.
• Less labour costs would be required for
tank cleaning and rig washing, if you do
not have to move the rig too much.

The Cons
• The size of the pad would be larger
than with a single-well pad. Multi-well
pad drilling takes up a larger footprint,
from four to 10 acres of land.”
• You may need to invest in a more
expensive rig (e.g. walking rig system)
• Multi-well pad drilling is mainly for
directional or horizontal wells.
• More production delays could occur.
• More planning ahead required.

Tweet your thoughts to us @DrillingPoint
or post them in our LinkedIn group.

